The DGKK Workshop
This year, the DGKK workshop is organized jointly by the Optoelectronics and the Nanophotonics & Nanomaterials groups at the University of Paderborn.

The workshop will take place on the 6th & 7th of December 2018.

This meeting will continue the successful series of workshops which in the past years were held in Freiburg (2017), Duisburg (2016) and Göttingen (2015).

The workshop is devoted to the exchange of know-how concerning MOCVD and MBE of III/V-semiconductors.

Thus, scientific contributions are as welcome as technical contributions.

Registration
Please register for the workshop under: www.upb.de/veranstaltungen/dgkk2018
Early-bird fee: 105€ (until 30.10.2018)
Regular fee: 130€

Organizing Committee
Prof. Dr. D. J. As
Prof. Dr. C. Meier
Prof. Dr. D. Reuter

Talks
Please submit title and a one-sided abstract of you presentation until 30.10.2018. A template will be provided on the workshop homepage. The timeslot for each contribution will be approx. 12min + 3min for discussion.

Scientific Program
The scientific program will be published on the workshop homepage.

Workshop Language
The workshop language is English.

Industry exhibition
Apart from the scientific contributions, there will be an industry exhibition, which will give companies the opportunity to present their products and services. The exhibition area is located next to the hall for oral presentations.

Contact
E-Mail: dgkk2018@uni-paderborn.de
Web: www.upb.de/veranstaltungen/dgkk2018
**Topics/Scope**
All topics related to the epitaxy of III-V semiconductors (MOVPE, MBE, HVPE,...) are welcome, e.g.:
- Nanostructures and Quantum Dots,
- Semiconductor Surfaces,
- Heteroepitaxy,
- Light Emitters,
- New Epitaxial Tasks,
- Nitrides,
- Arsenides,
- Phosphides
- Antimonides.

**Venue**
The workshop will be held at the University of Paderborn:

University of Paderborn  
Building "O"  
Warburger Str. 100  
D-33098 Paderborn

Please see the local area map that can be found on the workshop homepage for more details.

**Accommodation**
A hotel list will be published on the workshop homepage:  
[www.upb.de/veranstaltungen/dgkk2018](http://www.upb.de/veranstaltungen/dgkk2018)

**Social Event**
At the evening of the 6th, a workshop banquet will be held to foster informal information exchange between the participants.

More information will be posted on the workshop homepage.

**Travel**

**By car**
Use Autobahn A33, exit Paderborn-Zentrum

**By train**
The central station "Paderborn Hbf" is served by IC-trains and regional trains that connect Paderborn with Hamm and Kassel Hbf, where all major ICE connections can be made.

From Paderborn Hbf, use bus line 4 vs. "Dahl", line 9 to "Kaukenberg" or line 68 to "Schöne Aussicht". All these lines stop at "Uni/Südring" or "Uni/Schöne Aussicht", from where the workshop venue can be reached.

A local area map can be found on the workshop homepage.

**By air**
The airport Paderborn/Lippstadt is located in 20km distance. From the airport, the central station can be reached by the bus lines 400 or 460 towards "Paderborn Hbf".

**Supported by:**

[Sonderforschungsbereich TRR 142 CeOPP](http://www.upb.de/veranstaltungen/dgkk2018)